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Goals and Objectives

� Discuss the anatomy of the third occipital 

nerve (TON).

� Discuss the role of the TON in cervicogenic 

headaches.

� Management of cervicogenic headaches.



Third Occipital Nerve. (TON). 

Anatomy

� Medial branch of the C3 dorsal ramus.



Cervicogenic Headache(CGH)

� Headache that arises from painful disorders of 

structures from the upper neck leading to  

irritation of the upper three cervical roots or their 

nerves and branches.

� Sjaastad introduced the term CGH in 1983.

� Sjaastad, the International headache society (IHS) 

and the International Assoc for the study of pain. 

(IASP) set diagnostic criteria for CGH



Diagnostic Criteria for CGH

� Unilateral nuchal-occipital headache, continuous 
or paroxysmal with or without anterior radiation.

� Headache occurring persistently on one side of the 
head. (side locked).

� Circumscribed tenderness of the greater occipital 
nerve.(GON) on the affected sided as it crosses the 
superior nuchal line.

� Sensory changes in the distribution of the GON.

� Precipitation of headache by neck mvt or pressure.

� Relief of acute attacks by blocking the GON with 
local anesthetic



CGH signs and symptoms

� The pain starts in the neck or occipital area and is 
aggravated by neck movement.

� It may be both unilateral and bilateral involving 
the hemicranium and forehead.

� There may be a prior history of whiplash or 
trauma.

� Sjaastad included symptoms like nausea, 
vomiting, dizziness, blurry vision, 
photo/phonophobia and dysphagia.

� Pain is relieved by blockade of the occipital nerve.



CGH Epidemiology

� Prevalence of 0.4% to 2.5% in the general 

population and 15%-20% in pt’s with 

chronic headache.

� 4:1 female to male dominance.

� Mean age of pt’s 42.9 years



Prevalence of TON 

headaches
� Bogduk et al studied 100 pts with chronic neck 

pain after a whiplash injury.

� 40 had primary HA and 31 with secondary HA.

� They underwent double blinded, controlled 
diagnostic blocks of the TON.

� Diagnosis confirmed it pt’s reported complete 
relief of HA and neck pain.

� 27% of all pt’s and 53% of pt’s with dominant HA 
had TON headache.

� Positive pt’s had a tender C2/3 joint on exam.



Potential sources of CGH

� Posterior cranial fossa.

� Vertebral arteries.

� Occipital condyles.

� Upper cervical facet joints.

� Discs, nerve roots, cervical muscles.

� Structures from the middle cervical region



“Cervicotrigeminal relay” 

(CTR)
� Mechanism of CGH is ascribed to the CTR and 

the trigeminovascular system. (TVS).

� Sensory innervations from the  upper cervical 
nerve roots enter the spinal cord and converge 
within the spinal tract of the trigeminal nucleus.

� This allows nociceptive impulses from the neck to 
be perceived as headache in the temporal, frontal 
and orbital regions.

� Neural connections between the cerebral vessels, 
the brainstem, trigeminal nerve, upper cervical 
cord modulate impulses from the neck





CGH serum markers

� Marteletti reported elevated levels of 

interleukin-1B and tumor necrosis factor in 

pt’s with CGH.

� He also found elevated levels of Nitric 

oxide synthase.



CGH

� Anthony et al investigated diagnostic 

specificity of local anesthetic blocks of the 

greater and lesser occipital nerve in 180 pts 

and 91% of pt’s had transient relief for 1.6-3 

hours.

� Nerve block relieved HA of CGH, 

migraines and chronic cluster HA



TON and migraine Headaches

� Anthony Criteria;

� A history of established migraine in the past

� Increase in freq/severity of HA with 
occipital radiation.

� Predominantly on same side  of head.

� Circumscribed tenderness of GON

� Absence of sensory changes in the area of 
distribution.



Treatments for CGH

� NSAID’s

� Occipital nerve blocks.

� Radiofrequency neurotomy of TON.

� Epidural steroid injections

� Cervical manipulation.

� Surgery.



Cervical medial branch blocks

� First suggested by in 1980 by Sluijter and 
Koetsveld-Baart.

� Advocated blocking the cervical dorsal rami near 
there origin.

� Bogduk advocated a more selective approach by 
targeting the medial branches rather than the 
dorsal rami.

� Medial branches  can be targeted safely where 
they cross the articular pillars while the dorsal 
rami had to be targeted near the foramen and 
spinal nerve.



TON block and headache

� In 1985 Bogduk and Marsland reported 

complete relief of headache in 8 out of 12 

after blocking the C3  dorsal ramus (TON).

� The 1st report of cervical medial branch 

blocks at all levels was in 1988.

� Bogduk and Aprill found facet joint pain 

prevalence at 25%



Medial Branch referral 

patterns
� Dwyer et al stimulated cervical facet joints in 

normal volunteers by distending the joints with 
contrast. 

� They found that the referred pain patterns from 
individual joints followed a distinctive segmental 
pattern.

� Aprill et al found that pain patterns could be used 
to predict segmental location of painful joints.

� Fukui et al used intra-articular injections and 
electrical stimulation of medial brnches to confirm 
segmental patterns
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